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1g Scientific Summary

Beyond a certain point, further use and development of legacy code is no longer feasible and
reengineering becomes unavoidable. From a business perspective this is a nightmare, as it is
costly and highly risky. How to ensure that the reengineered software has the same functionality,
given our poor understanding of the existing software? There is a desperate need for automatic
tools that support reverse engineering of legacy code.

The GIRLS project explores the use of model learning to address this problem. Model learning
aims to construct state diagram models of software and hardware systems by providing inputs and
observing outputs. It is emerging as a highly effective bug-finding technique, with applications
in areas such as banking cards and network protocols. By constructing state diagrams models of
legacy software and a refactored implementation, model learning can be used to check whether
legacy and refactored software have the same behavior.

GIRLS addresses the fundamental research problem to make model learning algorithms more
scalable, and applicable to a larger class of systems involving data and timing. The project will
study combinations of SL*, a state-of-the-art black-box learning algorithm for register automata,
with dynamic taint analysis. Moreover, the project will extend existing learning algorithms for
untimed systems to Mealy machines with timers, a class of models that is sufficiently expressive
to describe timing behavior of many embedded applications, but also sufficiently simple to be
efficiently learnable. The developed learning algorithms will be evaluated on legacy software case
studies provided by the Dutch high-tech industry.

1h Abstract for Laymen (in Dutch)

Onze moderne samenleving draait op honderden miljarden regels software. Veel hiervan is legacy
software: code die een vitale rol speelt binnen een toepassing, maar waarvan we eigenlijk niet
meer weten wat we er mee aan moeten. Legacy software is gebaseerd op verouderde technologie,
documentatie ontbreekt of is uiterst beperkt, de oorspronkelijke ontwikkelaars zijn er niet meer, en
gedurende vele jaren zijn nieuwe toeters en bellen toegevoegd door steeds weer andere program-
meurs op basis van onvolledige informatie. ICT systemen van bijvoorbeeld de belastingdienst,
banken, ziekenhuizen en high-tech bedrijven bevatten allemaal cruciale stukken legacy software
van minimaal 30 jaar oud.

Vanaf een zeker moment is het niet langer haalbaar om legacy code nog langer te gebruiken
en wordt herontwerp onvermijdelijk. Vanuit een bedrijfsmatig perspectief is dit een nachtmerrie,
aangezien enorm veel geld uitgegeven moet worden zonder dat een product of dienst er beter op
wordt. Herontwerp is ook buitengewoon risicovol. Want hoe kun je garanderen dat de heront-
worpen software goed werkt wanneer je werking van de oorspronkelijke legacy software niet eens
begrijpt? Bedrijven zijn daarom wanhopig op zoek naar methoden en gereedschappen die kunnen
helpen bij het herontwerpen van legacy software.
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Het basisidee van het GIRLS project is dat we algoritmen willen ontwikkelen waarmee comput-
ers geheel automatisch wiskundig modellen (toestandsdiagrammen) kunnen leren die beschrijven
hoe software componenten zich gedragen, simpelweg door te experimenteren en te kijken naar het
observeerbare gedrag: hoe reageert een component op invoer A, hoe reageert hij op invoer B, enz.
Wanneer we eenmaal een model hebben geleerd van een legacy component kunnen we dit gebruiken
bij het herontwerp, bijvoorbeeld door het te vergelijken met een model van de herontworpen soft-
ware, en zo garanderen dat de oude en de nieuwe software zich precies hetzelfde gedragen. Door
enorme vooruitgang op het gebied van machine learning gedurende de laatste jaren, hebben we
inmiddels beschikking over krachtige leer-algoritmen, waarmee bijvoorbeeld veel fouten zijn opge-
spoord in implementaties van Internet protocollen zoals TCP, TLS en SSH. Leeralgoritmen zijn
er ook in geslaagd om fouten te vinden in herontwerpen van legacy componenten van embedded
control software, maar bestaande technologie schaalt nog niet goed naar meer complexe software,
en is ook nog niet goed toepasbaar op systemen waarbij data en de timing van gebeurtenissen een
rol spelen in het gedrag.

Het GIRLS project doet fundamenteel onderzoek om de schaalbaarheid en toepasbaarheid van
deze machine learning technieken te verbeteren. Een eerste idee is om bestaande leeralgoritmen te
combineren met de techniek van dynamic taint analysis. Hierbij wordt een invoerwaarden voor de
legacy component als het ware gekleurd, waardoor je precies kunt volgen wat de software allemaal
doet met deze data. Deze extra informatie maakt het veel eenvoudiger om een model te leren.
Het tweede idee is om bestaande leertheorie te generaliseren naar een klasse van Mealy machines
met timers. Deze modellen zijn enerzijds voldoende krachtig om het real-time gedrag van veel
embedded software componenten te beschrijven, maar lijken anderzijds net voldoende simpel te
zijn om volautomatisch en efficiënt te kunnen leren.

1i Physical Sciences research discipline(s)

Computer Science

1j Main field of research

16.20.00 Software, algorithms, control systems

1k Keywords

active automata learning, legacy software, control-based software, dynamic taint analysis, real-
time systems, Mealy machines with timers.

1l Relevance to the ‘Top sectors’

Although the goal of this project is to do fundamental research and to develop generic methods
and tools for automata learning, our research is relevant for the Topsectors and fits well within:

• the Knowledge and Innovation Agenda ICT, in particular the theme ICT one can rely on

• the HTSM Embedded Systems roadmap (“The development of methods and techniques for
model-based design and model-based integration and test, plus the development of powerful
tools to support these methods.”)

2 Research Proposal

2a Description of the proposed research

A societal challenge. The motivation for GIRLS comes from the challenge to test automatically
that reengineered code has the same functionality as the legacy code that it should replace. This
challenge is both extremely important (given the vital role of legacy software in organizations
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and in our society) and extremely difficult (given the lack of documentation, regression tests,
etc, and the resulting poor understanding of legacy software). We are particularly interested
in state based, event driven software, a.k.a. control-based software. This type of software is
omnipresent in networked embedded systems, i.e., systems consisting of a large number of hardware
and software components that are deployed in a physical environment. Often the timing of events
is crucial. Examples of networked embedded systems can be found in numerous areas including
intelligent traffic systems (cars, roads), air traffic control systems (airplanes, airports), smart
grids (power plants, solar cells), smart buildings (alarms, air conditioning, infotainment), medical
devices (radiology systems, pacemakers), and other high tech systems (wafer steppers, electron
microscopes, high volume printers). Much of the control-based software in these systems is legacy
code. Many different approaches have been proposed to refactor/reengineer legacy code, but
no matter which approach is used, there is an urgent need for methods that automatically test
equivalence of legacy and reengineered code.

Basic approach. Such a method can be obtained once we have algorithms that allow us to
automatically construct models of the observable/extensional behavior of code by providing inputs
and observing outputs. Figure 1 illustrates the approach. The first step is to learn models MA

Figure 1: Approach to test equivalence of legacy component and refactored version.

and MB of both the legacy implementation A and the refactored implementation B, respectively.
These models are then compared. When we discover that the models behave differently for some
input σ, we check whether A and MA behave the same on σ, and whether B and MB behave the
same on σ. If there is a discrepancy between A and MA, or between B and MB , then we construct
an improved model based on counterexample σ. Otherwise σ exhibits a difference between A and
B, and we fix either legacy implementation A or refactored implementation B (or both), depending
on which response to σ is considered unsatisfactory.

In fact, once we have state-event models, also other tools and techniques from the area of
model-driven engineering [Sch06] can be applied to support refactoring. Using an inferred model
of a legacy component, for instance, we can apply existing algorithms from the area of conformance
testing [LY96, Tre08] to automatically generate powerful test-suites to check whether a refactored
component has the same behavior as the legacy implementation. In cases where we succeed to
learn a model that fully describes the relevant behavior of a legacy component, we may apply
existing code-generation tools to automatically generate refactored software. Alternatively, in
applications where the model does involve abstraction, it may be used to generate a code skeleton
of the control/timing behavior and thus serve as a basis for refactoring. Model checking [GV08]
may be used to analyze the behavior of the refactored component in a network.

State-of-the-art 1: Black-box finite state. Active automata learning (a.k.a. model learning)
is emerging as a highly effective technique for obtaining black box finite state models of software
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components, and has proven to be extremely effective in finding bugs in software implementations.
In Nijmegen we used it, for instance, to find many standard violations in implementations (leading
to fixes) of key internet protocols such as TCP [FBJV16], TLS [RP15] and SSH [FBLP+17]. A key
strengh of active automata learning is that it aims to produce succinct models of the externally
observable behavior of software components. Especially in the case of legacy software, a succession
of layers and wrappers may blow up the size of the code and suggest enormous complexity, even
when the externally observable behavior is relatively simple.

Research in the area started with a landmark paper by Angluin [Ang87], in which she showed
that finite automata can be learned using so-called membership and equivalence queries in a setting
with a minimally adequate teacher (MAT). In the MAT framework, learning is viewed as a game
in which a learner has to infer the behavior of an unknown state machine by asking queries to a
teacher. The learner may learn the machine through two types of queries: with a membership (or
I/O) query she asks what the output is in response to an input sequence, and with an equivalence
query, she asks if a hypothesized state machine is correct, that is, equivalent to the state machine
of the teacher. The teacher answers yes if this is the case, and no otherwise (together with a
counterexample that distinguishes the machines).

Peled et al [PVY99, PVY02] made the important observation that the MAT framework can be
used to learn black-box models of software components. Suppose we have a software component,
called the System Under Learning (SUL), whose behavior can be described by (an unknown)
state machine. Suppose further that it is always possible to bring the SUL back to its initial
state. An I/O query can now be implemented by bringing the SUL to its initial state and then
observing the outputs generated in response to the given input sequence. Equivalence queries can
be approximated using a black-box conformance testing tool [LY96, Tre08] via a finite number
of test queries to the SUL. The most widely known algorithm for black-box learning of finite
automata is L∗ [Ang87], which has, e.g., been implemented in the LearnLib framework [IHS15]
and in the Libalf tool [BKK+10].

Margaria et al [MNRS04] were the first to show that model learning may help to increase
confidence that a legacy component and a refactored implementation have the same behavior.
They applied automata learning to the legacy implementation of a midrange telephone switch that
was used in a commercial call center application,. Automata learning has been successfully applied
to several other legacy components, see e.g. [HMW13, WNS+13]. In [SHV16], we used model
learning to support rejuvenation of a legacy component of an interventional radiology system in a
development project at Philips Healthcare. We found issues in both the refactored and the legacy
implementation in an early stage, before the component was integrated. In this way, costly rework
in a later phase of the development was avoided. With 9 states and 12 inputs, the final models of
the Philips case study were rather small. In another case study for Océ technologies [SMVJ15], we
succeeded to learn a model of the Engine Status Manager (ESM), a software component that is
used in printers and copiers. Altogether, we needed around 60 million queries to learn a model of
the ESM with 77 inputs and 3.410 states. Clearly, although it has numerous practical applications,
black-box finite state machine learning does have scalability problems.

State-of-the-art 2: Black-box infinite state. Howar and co-authors extend active automata
learning in the MAT model to register automata, which model control-flow as well as data-flow
between data parameters of inputs, outputs, and a set of registers [HSJC12]. Registers and data
parameters can be compared for equality. The authors demonstrate the effectiveness of their
approach by inferring models of data structures [HIS+12] and extend the expressivity to allow
for arbitrary data relations that meet certain learnability criteria [CHJS16, CHJ15]. My team
in Nijmegen developed a slightly different approach for inferring register automata models that
can compare registers and data parameter for equality [AHV12, AFBKV15]. The two approaches,
implemented in the software tools LearnLib, RALib and Tomte, are compared in [AHKV14, FB18].
Even though, theoretically, learning algorithms for register automata constitute a major leap
forward, the application of these algorithms is still limited to the work of [FH17], which uses the
approach of [CHJS16, CHJ15] to learn TCP client implementations. Black-box learning of data
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relations is intricate and the learnability criteria of [CHJS16, CHJ15] are still quite restrictive.

State-of-the-art 3: Grey-box finite state. Black-box finite state learning approaches, al-
though effective in constructing hypothesis models, typically have difficulties to find counterex-
amples for hypotheses with a large number of states and events [SMVJ15]. If we have direct
access to the code or binary of the SUL, several additional techniques become available to discover
counterexamples for hypothesis models, such as veritesting [ARCB14], concolic testing [GKS05],
and white-box fuzz testing [GLM08]. Cho and co-authors present MACE an approach for con-
colic exploration of protocol behavior. The approach uses active automata learning for discov-
ering so-called deep states in the protocol behavior. From these states, concolic execution is
employed in order to discover vulnerabilities [CBP+11]. Giannakopoulou and co-authors present
Psyco, an active learning algorithm that infers finite-state interfaces of software components with
guarded actions. In Psyco, the teacher is implemented using concolic execution [GRR12]. To-
gether with colleagues from Delft, two of my students [SMJV16] used American fuzzy lop (AFL,
http://lcamtuf.coredump.cx/afl/) to efficiently obtain counterexamples for hypothesis models.
AFL is a fuzzer that uses compile-time instrumentation and genetic algorithms to automatically
discover test cases that trigger new internal states in the targeted binary. By combining model
learning with AFL, they were successful in the RERS 2016 challenge, which aims to compare
verification techniques and tools. Albeit highly effective, the above methods still suffer from the
intrinsic expressivity and scalability limitations of finite state methods.

State-of-the-art 4: Grey-box in finite state. Botinčan and Babić present a learning algo-
rithm for inferring models of stream transducers that integrates active automata learning with
symbolic execution and counterexample-guided abstraction refinement [BB13]. They show how
the models can be used to verify properties of input sanitizers in Web applications. The research
of [BB13] takes place in a very restricted setting of stream transducers, but is the first in this line
of of works that produces infinite-state models that can store data values in a set of registers.

State-of-the-art 5: Timing. Timing often plays a crucial role in protocols and embedded
control software, but cannot be captured using existing learning tools, which only support learning
of deterministic Mealy machines and related untimed models. In our work on TCP [FBJV16], for
instance, we only succeeded to learn Mealy machine models by having the network adaptor ignore
all retransmissions, and by completing learning queries before the occurrence of certain timeouts.
All timing issues had to be artificially suppressed. There has been some work on algorithms for
learning timed systems, e.g., [GJP06, GJL10, CCOF16, VdWW12]. The modeling frameworks
of [VdWW12, CCOF16] are very restrictive however: they essentially allow only a single timer,
which is reset on every transition, thus allowing to represent only constraints on delays between
successive transitions. In contrast, the event recording automata studied by [GJP06, GJL10]
appear to have too many degrees of freedom, leading to prohibitively complex algorithms. In the
literature, there is no tractable algorithm which can learn models that capture nontrivial timing
behavior of embedded control software.

Research questions. Discussions with colleagues from the Dutch high-tech industry (Philips
Healthcare, ASML, Océ, Axini, Verum..) made it clear that just within these companies there
are hundreds of legacy components where model learning may be used to support refactoring,
provided it can be scaled and made applicable to richer classes of models that involve real-time and
data. These challenges translate to deep scientific questions about learning of discrete, dynamic
behavior. GIRLS wants to tackle two of these questions:

Question Q1: Develop grey-box learning algorithms for infinite state systems.

Question Q2: Develop learning algorithms for (an expressive class) of real-time systems.
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These questions are directly inspired by societal/industrial challenges, we intend to test our meth-
ods on benchmarks from the high-tech industry, and there are good reasons to expect that results
of GIRLS will eventually find their way to applications. The primary objective of GIRLS, however,
is to obtain a fundamental understanding of grey-box learning algorithms. Thus, for instance, we
want to rigorously prove correctness of the learning algorithms and that the models constructed
by the algorithms correctly describes the behavior of software components (under reasonable as-
sumptions). We do not expect industrial use of the project’s results during the lifetime of GIRLS,
and from an industrial perspective what we do is extremely high risk. Therefore, GIRLS rightfully
belongs in the Pasteur quadrant of the well-know classification of scientific research projects shown
in Figure 2. Below, I will elaborate on the research questions and how I want to address them.

Figure 2: Pasteur’s quadrant.

Approach for question Q1. SL∗ is a state-of-the-art algorithm for learning register au-
tomata [CHJS16]. It extends predecessor algorithms such as [IHS13, MM15] by the concept of
tree queries, which are used in place of membership queries. The arguments of a tree query is a
prefix data word, and a set of so-called symbolic suffixes, i.e., data words with uninstantiated data
parameters. A tree query returns a so called symbolic decision tree (SDT), which accepts/rejects
suffixes obtained by instantiating data parameters in one of the symbolic suffixes. The SL∗ al-
gorithm crucially depends on an oracle that answers tree queries. In [CHJS16] it is shown how a
tree oracle can be implemented via (black-box) membership queries for some commonly occurring
theories: the theory of equalities, the theory of equality and inequality over rational (or real) num-
bers, and the theory of equality and inequality over integers. Every single tree query is mapped
to an exponential number of membership queries (in the number of data values in a queried word
w) that identify relevant relations between data values in w. These tree oracle implementations
are nontrivial and their correctness proofs are involved. Computation of decision trees and coun-
terexample analysis becomes harder (or even impossible) when more relations are added to the
theory. Our key idea is to develop a grey-box version of the SL∗ algorithm using dynamic taint
analysis. Taint analysis will eliminate the exponential blowup in the number of queries and enable
application of SL∗ in settings with richer theories. This will result in much better scalability.

Dynamic taint analysis (also referred to as dynamic information flow tracking) [CLO07, CO09,
BK14, HZ16] is a technique in which code is instrumented in order to mark and track data in a
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{x1}

offer(p)
p > x1

x2 := p

offer(p)
p < x1

x1 := p;x2 := x1

poll(p)
p = x1

Figure 3: Symbolic decision tree constructed using dynamic taint analysis.

program at run time. Inputs to a program are “tainted”, i.e. labeled with a tag. When the program
executes, these tagged values are propagated such that any new values derived from a tagged
value also carry a tag derived from these source input tags. Dynamic tainting, as implemented for
instance in tools like TaintCheck, Dytan, BitBlaze, BuzzFuszz, SwordDTA and Autogram, allows
to precisely identify which program inputs are stored, tested, or processed at any point in time.
Tainting frameworks have been developed both for executables (see e.g. [CLO07]) and for scripting
languages like Perl, Ruby, PHP, and Python (see e.g. [CR12]).

In order to see how a learner may use tainting information, consider the example of a priority
queue. Suppose the learner is using the SL∗ algorithm and needs to construct a symbolic decision
tree for the prefix offer(3) and the set of symbolic suffixes V = {offer(p), poll(p)}. Suppose that
taint analysis reveals that the parameter of a call to offer is stored in some variable, say x1, and
that the return value of a subsequent call to poll is equal to the value of this variable. Based on this
information, the learner may deduce the right branch of Figure 3. After calls offer(3) offer(4), taint
analysis tells that the first parameter is stored in x1, the second parameter is compared with x1 in
a test p > x1, and then stored in x2. Based on this, the learner deduces the left branch of Figure 3,
and infers that the tree is still incomplete. In order to complete the tree, the learner performs calls
offer(3) offer(2), where 2 is an arbitrary value less than 3. Using taint analysis, the learner can
now infer the third and final branch in the tree. The simple construction of decision trees comes at
a price, as application of taint analysis requires instrumentation of the code. According to [HZ16],
their tainting framework for Java programs (which is not yet optimized) runs approximately 100
times slower than the original, uninstrumented code. For learning purposes such an overhead is
unproblematic however.

The following specific research questions will be addressed: (Q1.1) Although our basic idea
is simple, building a working prototype tool that performs well on realistic benchmarks will a
major challenge. Many tools use taint analysis, but most of them are focused on specific software
vulnerabilities, like buffer overflow and SQL injections. Our goal of constructing extensional
models of the full behavior of a software component is much more ambitious. We want to follow
an incremental approach in which we first use tainting to implement a tree oracle for they theory
of equalities (i.e. input values may be tested for equality, but no other predicates or operations
on data are allowed) in a simple setting of Python programs, and extend step-by-step to support
richer settings, and different programming languages and executables, keeping in mind as a final
goal the application to realistic benchmarks. (Q1.2) Prove correctness of the implemented tree
oracles and evaluate them on simple benchmarks. (Q1.3) Since we have access to the code, we
may actually be able to automatically prove correctness of the learned models (under certain
assumptions about the underlying hardware and software). Our idea is to use counterexample
guided abstraction refinement and predicate abstraction to over-approximate program behavior,
as done in [BB13] for stream programs. This would be a real breakthrough since it eliminates the
need to approximate equivalence oracles using conformance testing, and provides certainty that
the learned models are correct. (Q1.4) demonstration of the effectiveness of the approach on a
realistic benchmark.
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Approach for question Q2. We propose to address question Q2 by studying Mealy machines
with timers (MMTs), a new framework for learning timed extensions of automata models that
appears to be sufficiently expressive to describe the real-time behavior of many embedded control
applications. The framework is inspired by work of [CCOF16] on time delay Mealy machines, but
can model a significantly richer class of systems. MMTs are finite state machines in which timers
are set to integer values in transitions, and may be stopped or time out in later transitions. MMTs
can be viewed as a formalization of the finite state models with countdown timers that are used in
the textbook of Kurose and Ross [KR13] to explain transport layer protocols. Figure 4 presents
an MMT model of the sender from the alternating-bit protocol, adapted from [KR13, Figure 3.15].
In the diagram x := 3 denotes that a transition starts a timer x with value 3, and stop(x) denotes

q0start q1

q2q3

in/send0
x := 3

ack0/Λ
stop(x)

timeout(x)/send0
x := 3

in/send1
x := 3

ack1/Λ
stop(x)

timeout(x)/send1
x := 3

Figure 4: MMT model for alternating-bit protocol sender.

that timer x is stopped. For readability trivial self-loops are omitted. Λ denotes the absence of
an observable output. The approaches of [VdWW12, CCOF16] cannot model this protocol.

One can define an adaptation of the MAT framework for learning MMTs, based on the set of
timed words of an MMT, which record possible sequences of inputs and outputs and their precise
timing. In an MMT, each timeout immediately triggers an observable output, hence we can observe
the occurrence of a timeout indirectly. However, we cannot observe which timer times out. In a
membership query, the learner supplies a sequence of inputs with precise timing. In response, the
teacher specifies outputs occur in response to these inputs, as well as their precise timing. Via an
equivalence query, the learner asks whether a hypothesis MMT that it has constructed accepts the
same timed words as the (unknown) MMT of the teacher. If this is the case, the teacher’s answer
is ‘yes’; otherwise it is ‘no’ coupled with a timed word showing that the hypothesis is incorrect.

The timed MAT framework naturally corresponds to a setting, where the behavior of a black-
box component is investigated by supplying inputs and observing outputs. However, it is not
convenient for formulating model learning algorithms. An alternative semantics for MMTs can be
defined, based on sets of untimed words, which do not record timing of inputs and outputs, but
instead record when and how timers are set and when they expire. Under certain mild restrictions
(the most important being that each transition sets at most one timer) this untimed semantics is
equivalent to the above timed semantics. This means that the set of timed words can be inferred
from the set of untimed words and vice versa. Together with Bengt Jonsson, I am preparing
an article in which we present the MMT model, prove the equivalence of timed and untimed
semantics, and based on this define an Angluin-style algorithm for black-box learning of MMTs.

The following subsequent research questions will be addressed in the GIRLS project: (Q2.1)
implementation of a prototype tool for black-box learning of Mealy machines with timers, and
evaluation on simple benchmarks, (Q2.2) dealing with timing uncertainties due to nondetermin-
ism and imprecise measurements in a way that preserves correctness, (Q2.3) application of the
approach on a simple but realistic case study of control-based software, (Q2.4) exploration of pos-
sible of grey-box scenario for reducing the number of queries, (Q2.5) integration with the tainting
approach; a challenge here is that instrumented code runs slower, and (Q2.6) demonstration of
the effectiveness of the combined approach on a realistic benchmark.

Innovation and Risk Analysis The ideas to combine SL* with tainting (Q1) and to develop
active learning algorithms for Mealy machines with timers (Q2) are new. Nobody has tried this
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before. If our ideas work, model learning can be scaled and made applicable to a much richer class
of models involving data and real-time. If we fail to answer Q1, we still may be successful with
Q2, and vice versa. But a combined success for Q1 and Q2 will give us a much larger class of
potential applications. If black-box learning of Mealy machines with timers turns out to be too
hard in practice, we may resort to grey-box techniques. Several case studies have demonstrated
that model learning is an effective tool for refactoring legacy software, but has scalability problems.
We believe our approach may significantly reduce these scalability problems, but this hypothesis
is quite speculative. If our hypothesis is correct, this will be a major innovation in software
engineering and the number of potential applications will be huge. Thus our research is high risk,
high gain. When it turns out our results are not so useful for refactoring legacy software, we still
expect to obtain fundamental understanding and there will be unforeseen applications in other
areas (e.g. the security domain).

Plan of Work One of the PhD students will work on Q1 and the other on Q2:
PhD1 PhD2

Yr1 Q1.1 Q2.1
Yr2 Q1.2 Q2.2+Q2.3
Yr3 Q1.3 Q2.4+Q2.5
Yr4 Q1.4 Q2.6

2b National and international cooperation

My team closely collaborates with several world-leading researchers in the area of model learning,
formal methods, and software engineering e.g. the teams of prof. Steffen and prof. Howar at the
Technical University of Dortmund, the team of prof. Jonsson at the University of Uppsala, the
team of prof. Katoen (ERC AG) from RWTH Aachen, and the team of prof. Silva (ERC SG) from
UCL in London. Recently, a collaboration has been set up with the group of prof. Zeller (ERC
AG) from Saarland University on tainting.

Access to realistic benchmarks is ensured via extensive links with Dutch industry. I collaborate
with the group of dr. Schiffelers at ASML and the group of dr. Schuts at Philips Healthcare,
who are actively exploring the use of model learning for refactoring legacy software (see e.g.
[SHV16, Sch17]), and have expressed willingness to provide realistic benchmarks. Several MSc
students have completed (or are working on) a thesis project on model learning at these companies.
Two of my former PhD students, dr. Aarts and dr. Smetsers, work at ASML and are eager to
collaborate with GIRLS. I represent Radboud University in the partner board of the Embedded
Systems Innovation (ESI) Institute of TNO. Industrial partners of ESI include Philips, ASML,
Océ, NXP Semiconductors and Thales. Two group members involved in GIRLS, dr. Tretmans
and prof. Hooman, are also affiliated with ESI and have an extensive collaboration with industry.

2c Knowledge utilisation

The relevance of the proposed research has been discussed extensively in Section 2a. Although
GIRLS focuses on the use of grey-box learning for refactoring of control-based legacy software, the
learning techniques that we intend to develop will be much wider applicable, for instance for finding
security vulnerabilities in network protocols and web interfaces, for finding bugs in automotive
software, or for model-based design of control software for smart grids. As explained in Section 2b,
the main target group for knowledge utilisation is the Dutch high-tech industry. ASML and Philips
Healthcare have offered to provide industrial benchmarks, and we will frequently meet to discuss
technical details and progress made by the project. We intend to disseminate project results
to a larger industrial audience though presentations at the yearly TNO ESI Embedded Systems
Symposium. The open source and generally available prototype tools developed by GIRLS will
not be directly useful for industry, but may serve as a basis for subsequent tool development either
by the companies themselves, or by TNO/ESI, or by tool providers such as Axini and Verum. If
GIRLS produces useful results, the Dutch high-tech industry will be the first to pick them up.
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2e Data management

1. The data produced by GIRLS consist of software and benchmarks (models). The expected
volume of these data is small, and there are no privacy issues. All the software that devel-
oped in GIRLS will be open source. Due to our collaboration with industry, there may be IP
issues: both the legacy components and the models that we extract from them may be con-
fidential. In previous case studies, we were frequently allowed to make anonymized versions
of learned models publically available. Our experience is that companies like Philips, ASML
and Océ are cooperative in help researchers to publish relevant data (without endangering
the interests of the company).

2. During research, all software and data will be kept under version control in the GIT server
maintained by the faculty (except those that need to remain at company premises due to IP
issues). The use of portable storage solutions and cloud services will be kept to a minimum.
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Data stored on laptops will always be encrypted. During research, data and code are shared
through the version control system. This will guarantee the secure handling of (critical or
sensitive) data and prevent data loss. Data and code are backed up regularly, stored safely,
and can be accessed remotely via a VPN.

3. During research, minimally all data and code necessary for replication will be stored and
documented in the GIT repository. Scientific integrity requires researchers to store all data
and code that is needed for replication. Additional documentation is required for the data
to be understandable, now and in the future.

4. In order to ensure interoperability and reusability of the code that we develop, we will sub-
mit (upon publication of a corresponding article) our tools to artifact evaluations that are
organized by leading conferences in the field such as CAV (see http://cavconference.

org/2018/artifact-submission-and-evaluation/), TACAS (see https://tacas.info/

artifacts.php) and POPL (see https://popl18.sigplan.org/track/POPL-2018-Artifact\
-Evaluation).

5. At publication, data and code for re-use will be archive, though Radboud University’s
RIS system (http://www.ru.nl/research-information-services/), in the DANS EASY
repository. This will ensure that data and code will remain findable and accessible for at
least 10 years, in accordance with the requirements of Radboud University. Examples of
datasets from my group that were deposited recently are: https://easy.dans.knaw.nl/

ui/datasets/id/easy-dataset:77505 and https://easy.dans.knaw.nl/ui/datasets/

id/easy-dataset:77506.

3 Administrative Details

3a Budget

Summary of subsidy application
a. appointment of research personnel

PhD 4 years 2
b. additional travel budget e8000
c. project related equipment e0
d. other project-related activities e2000

Total b, c and d e10000

Motivation for the requested budget:

• The standard individual bench fee of e5000 granted by NWO will not be enough to cover
the planned travel expenses of the PhD students. For each PhD student, I foresee 4 trips
to present papers at international conferences of e1000 each, attendence of 3 international
summer schools (Martktoberdorf, IPA, LASER, Halmstad,..) of e800 each, 50 trips of e20
each within the Netherlands to attend national research meetings and visit companies, and
some longer research visits a e1600 to work with our international collaborators (Uppsala,
Dortmund, Saarbrucken,..). This leads to a total travel budget of e9000 per student, and
thus an additional travel budget of e8000 for the two PhD students combined.

• A limited budget of e2000 is reserved to invite international experts to Nijmegen.
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3b Number of words used

Section 1g 250 (max. 250 words)
Section 1h 494 (max. 500 words)
Section 2a+2b+2c 4428 (max. 4500 words)
Section 2c 198 (max. 500 words)
Section 4f 245 (max. 250 words)
Section 4 1946 (max. 2000 words)

3c Grant applications

None.

3d Open positions

None.

4 Curriculum Vitae

4a Personal details

Titles, name: prof.dr. Frits W. Vaandrager
Male/female: male
Date and place of birth: 22-7-1962, Voorschoten
Nationality: Dutch
PhD: University of Amsterdam, 2-2-1990

4b Current employment

Full professor, permanent.

4c Work experience since completing PhD

• Full professor of Informatics for Technical Applications, Institute for Computing and Infor-
mation Sciences, Radboud University Nijmegen. December 1995 – present. (1.0fte, 40%
research, 40% teaching, 20% management tasks)

• Group leader of the project “Concurrency and Real-Time Systems”, Department of Soft-
ware Technology (Prof. J.W. de Bakker), Centrum voor Wiskunde en Informatica (CWI),
Amsterdam. April 1992 – November 1995. (0.8fte until March 1995, 1.0fte afterwards, 100%
research)

• Part-time “Universitair Hoofddocent” (Associate professor), Programming Research Group,
University of Amsterdam. April 1992 – March 1995 (0.2fte, 50% research, 50% teaching)

• “Mâıtre de Recherche Associé” (Postdoctoral Associate), Project Meije (Dr. G. Berry),
Centre de Mathématiques Appliquées (CMA), École Nationale Supérieure des Mines de
Paris, Sophia-Antipolis, France. October 1991 – March 1992. (1.0fte, 100% research)

• Postdoctoral Associate, Theory of Distributed Systems research group (Prof. N.A. Lynch),
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), Laboratory for Computer Science, Cambridge,
MA, USA. September 1990 – August 1991. (1.0fte, 100% research)

• “Wetenschappelijk Medewerker” (Research Scientist), Department of Software Technology
(Prof. J.W. de Bakker), Centrum voor Wiskunde en Informatica (CWI), Amsterdam. Febru-
ary 1990 – June 1990. (1.0fte, 100% research)
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4d Work experience in months since completing PhD

According to the above specifications, I have spent 171 months on research, 111.2 months on
teaching, 53.8 months on management, and 3 months on wonderful vacations in between postdocs.

4e Academic staff supervised

PhD students. I currenty supervise 6 PhD students. For three of these students (van den Bos,
Linard and Moerman) I am the daily supervisor, and for the other three the copromotor takes
care of the daily supervision. Altogether, 19 students have successfully completed their PhD thesis
under my guidance.

1. Petra van den Bos (co-promotor: dr.ir. G.J. Tretmans), since August 2015.

2. Ramon Janssen (co-promotor: dr.ir. G.J. Tretmans), since August 2015.

3. Alexis Linard, since September 2015.

4. Joshua Moerman, since February 2015.

5. Gaetano Pellegrino (co-promotor: dr.ir. S.E. Verwer), since November 2013.

6. Michele Volpato (co-promotor: dr.ir. G.J. Tretmans), since January 2012.

7. Paul Fiterău-Broştean. April 2018.

8. Rick Smetsers (co-promotor: dr.ir. S.E. Verwer). March 2018.

9. Fides Aarts. October 2014.

10. Freek Verbeek (second promotor: prof.dr. M.C.J.D. van Eekelen; co-promotor: dr J. Schmaltz).
March 2013.

11. Georgeta Igna. January 2013.

12. Faranek Heidarian Dehkordi. July 2012.

13. Jasper Berendsen. November 2010.

14. Marcel Verhoef (co-promotor: dr J.J.M. Hooman). January 2009.

15. Adriaan de Groot (co-promotor: dr J.J.M. Hooman). March 2008.

16. Biniam Gebremichael. December 2006.

17. Ling Cheung. September 2006. (Cum Laude)

18. Martijn Hendriks. April 2006.

19. Goran Frehse (second promotor: prof.dr.-ing. S. Engell, University of Dortmund). October
2005.

20. Mariëlle Stoelinga. April 2002.

21. Ansgar Fehnker. April 2002. (Cum Laude)

22. David Griffioen. May 2000.

23. Judi Romijn (first promotor: prof.dr. H. Brinksma, University of Twente). October 1999.

24. Maurice klein Gebbinck (co-promotor: dr. Th. Schouten). November 1998.

25. Frans Panken (co-promotor: dr. C. Blondia, University of Antwerp). November 1997.
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Postdocs. Altogether, I have supervised 7 postdocs:

1. Sicco Verwer, from 2012-2014. Currently assistant professor at TU Delft.

2. Julien Schmaltz, from 2008-2009. Currently associate professor at TU Eindhoven.

3. Conrado Daws, from 2004-2005.

4. Miaomiao Zhang, from 2001-2004. Currently associate professor at Tongji University, China.

5. Angelika Mader, from 1997-2001. Currently assistant professor at TU Twente.

6. Bart Jacobs, from 1997-2002. Currently full professor at Radboud University.

7. Jan Springintveld, from 1995-1997.

4f Brief summary of research

My PhD thesis shaped the research field that investigates general formats for structural op-
erational semantics (with Groote). During my PhD studies, I obtained several other high
impact results on concurrency theory, such as Petri net models for process algebras (with Van
Glabbeek), an algorithm for branching bisimulation (with Groote), and logical characterizations
of branching bisimulation equivalence (with De Nicola). As a postdoctoral fellow at MIT, my
attention shifted to assertional frameworks for the modeling and analysis of computing systems,
and I worked with Lynch on forward and backward simulation proof techniques. The collaboration
with Lynch was continued after I left MIT. Together with Segala (Verona) and Kaynar (CMU), we
further developed the influential I/O automata system modeling framework. At Radboud Uni-
versity, I became interested in model checking of timed automata. Within the EU AMETIST
project (which I coordinated) and other projects, I worked with Larsen’s team (Aalborg) on ex-
tensions of the Uppaal tool, such as minimal cost reachability, symmetry reduction, parametric
and distributed model checking. In part due to these efforts, Uppaal is now routinely used, both
in academia and industry. I am/have been involved in more than 25 EU and national projects
devoted to the application of formal methods. Since 2010, my research has shifted to the au-
tomata learning and its application in software engineering. My team is internationally
leading in this area, with publications both on theory and on applications in areas such as network
protocols, banking cards and legacy software.

4g Other academic activities (selected list)

Organization of international conferences
Since 2008, I served as PC member of 30 international conferences, including FORMATS, RTSS,
TACAS, LATA, CONCUR, OPODIS, ICGI, and iFM. I was co-chair of the FORMATS’09 con-
ference in Budapest, and scientific coordinator of the Lorentz Center workshop “Two decades of
probabilistic verification” in Leiden, 2007. In 2018, Juray Somorovsky, Joeri de Ruiter and I orga-
nize a Lorentz Center workshop on “Systematic Analysis of Security Protocol Implementations”.

Keynote Lectures
2018 18th International Conference on Runtime Verification (RV), Limassol, Cyprus
2018 14th International Conference on Grammatical Inference (ICGI), Wroclaw, Poland
2017 5th Conference on Highlights of Logic, Games and Automata, London, UK

Institutional Reponsibilitues
2014-present Vice Dean of Research, Faculty of Science
2013-2014 Director of Studies Computing and Information Sciences
2001-2004 Head of Computing Science Department
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Commissions of Trust
2014-present Member Advisory Committee Mathematics & Computer Science, TU Eindhoven
2012-2017 Member Advisory Committee Bernouilli Institute, University of Groningen
2006-2012 Member Board of Physical Sciences, Netherlands Organisation for Scientific Re-

search (responsible for Mathematics, Computer Science and Astronomy)
2003-present Member Editorial Board Information and Computation
2004-present Member Editorial Board Logical Methods in Computer Science
2017-present Member Editorial Board Software Tools for Technology Transfer

4h Scholarships, grants and prizes (since 2008)

1. STW project ”Supersizing Model-Based testing (SUMBAT)” (applicant together with J.
Tretmans, J. vd Pol and M. Stoelinga). 2 PhD students, from 2015 onwards.

2. RU Faculty of Science project “On the quality of hypotheses in active automata learning”,
1 PhD student, from February 1, 2015 (applicant together with B. Terwijn en A. Silva).

3. STW Perspectief project “Robust Design of Cyber Physical Systems (CPS)”. (co-PI) 1 PhD
student, starting 2015.

4. NWO/EW project 628.001.009 ”Learning Extended State Machines for Malware Analysis
(LEMMA)” (applicant together with S. Verwer). 2 PhD students, starting end 2013.

5. NWO/EW project 612.001.216 ”Active Learning of Security Protocols (ALSeP)”. (applicant
together with J. Tretmans and E. Poll) 1 PhD student, 2013 - 2017.

6. STW project “Integrating Testing And Learning of Interface Automata (ITALIA)” (appli-
cant together with J. Tretmans). 2 PhD students, starting January 2012.

7. NWO Visitor Travel Grants for prof.dr. C. Morgan (040.11.303) and dr. A. McIver (040.11.302),
2012. (15KEuro). (applicant)

8. KWR project FATs Domino (applicant together with J. Tretmans, P. Koopman and Océ).
1 junior researcher for 9 months. 2010.

9. NWO/EW project 612.064.811 “Formal Verification of Deadlock Avoidance Mechanisms
(FVDAM)” (applicant together with J. Schmaltz). 1 PhD student, 2008 - 2013.

10. NWO/EW project 612.064.610 “Abstraction Refinement for Timed Systems (ARTS)”. (ap-
plicant) 1 PhD student, 2008 - 2011.

11. ESI project “Octopus” (co-PI) 1 PhD student from December 2007 until November 2011,
plus 1 postdoc for 2 years from the end of 2009 onwards.

12. DFG/NWO bilateral cooperation project “RigorOus dependability analysis using model
ChecKing techniques for Stochastic systems (ROCKS)” (co-PI) Travel money, 2009 - 2013.

13. EU FP7 project “Quantitative System Properties in Model-Driven-Design of Embedded
Systems (QUASIMODO)” (co-PI) 1 postdoc, 2008 - 2010.

4i Other relevant information

My Google Scholar h-index is 47.
Once every 6 years, an international committee evaluates the research in Computer Science

in the Netherlands. In 2016, the evaluation took place at the level of departments. The iCIS
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Active automata learning gained a lot of traction as a technique for inferring models of software
components. One indication of the growing attention is that last year my article on Model Learning
made it to the cover of Communications of the ACM, the leading publication for the computing
and information technology fields.
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